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Stone Tools
Most of the stone artefacts uncovered were polished and
chipped tools, dominated by adzes, axes, arrowheads, net weights,
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arrowhead (circled) and axe as found

ornaments such as pendants, rings and slotted rings. The stone
halberd with flanges deserves special attention as this ceremonial
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hammers, anvils and whetstones. There were well-burnished stone
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Features of pit, Song dynasty
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object is seldom found in Hong Kong. The raw materials,
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manufacturing tools and roughouts of adzes, axes and rings clearly
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illustrate the manufacturing process.
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Relics of Historical Periods
In addition to a few seal pottery pots with stamped
decoration and an iron axe of the Han dynasty, celadon and glazed
pottery were unearthed from the pits and cultural layers of the

The stone tool kit at Sha Ha was predominantly composed

Song to Ming dynasties. These were mostly the products of non-

Bronze Implements

of cutting and chopping tools like adzes and axes, while the

official kilns in Guangdong and Fujian provinces.

hunting and fish-catching tools like arrowheads and net weights

Although the quantity of unearthed bronze axe and

were relatively few in number. In

arrowhead is quite limited, it is noticeable that the fragments of

comparison with the sizeable

stone mould and bronze objects were retrieved from the cultural

quantity of stone arrowheads and

deposits associated with double-f pottery assemblages. Other earlier
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net weights found at Yung Long in

cultural deposits did not contain any bronze objects, double-f

Tuen Mun and the numerous

pottery or hard geometric pottery. The artefact assemblages

stone net weights and anchors

recovered from the well-stratified sequence will facilitate further

unearthed from Bao Jing Wan or

research on the emergence of bronze technology and related issues

Tang Xia Wan in Zhuhai City, the

in Hong Kong as well as the Pearl River Delta.

To determine the shape of bronze arrowhead by the
X-ray machine
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Glazed pottery basin with impressed
patterns discovered in a pit

Green glazed bowl, Song dynasty
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Crystal slotted rings,
Bronze Age

difference in tool kits may reflect the variation in tool
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Bronze arrowhead after
conservation treatment

manufacturing and different subsistence strategies.
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Conservator removed the soil attached on
the bronze arrowhead
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Han pottery pot as found
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